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Submission content: 1. Relates to Planning principles on p17 Present
urban renewal seen in Canterbury Bankstown has taken away local
jobs, industrial areas re-zoned as high apartments, light industry
removed. Commercial space in developments not being leased due to
its linear nature, we require light industry & creative industry hubs
employment zones. 2. Planning principle 3, connectivity. Our high
speed rail network is mostly a hub and spoke pattern with the hub
being CBD. To reduce high use of private vehicle Sydney needs
radial(circle) links, ie heavy rail/metro line crossing major centres &
connecting CBD spoke lines eg Hurstville-kingsgrove-Campsie-ashfield-
Chatswood. Only mention of this was a bus link from Hurstville to
Macquarie Park. It will never work, too much motor vehicle congestion,
we need heavy rail/metro to connect economic centres. 3. Public
transport connectivity across the district besides lines going to CBD is
woefully inadequate 4. Figure 5.2 shows green grid, where are the
major radial green grid opportunities. The major opportunities follow
existing PT transport routes mostly. 2.5km distance takes 30mins to
walk & 7.5 min to cycle. Cycling offers huge opportunities Fig 3.5
shows a huge reliance on car use. A huge priority should be to
encourage active transport around major centres. Safe, dedicated
infrastucture encouraging people to ride, that radiates from all major



centres & connecting to other major centres. The return on active
transport investment is well known worldwide in terms of health
outcomes, suburb liveability, connectivity, community building. Sydney
needs a large increase in investment in active transport networks.
Commuting 20km each way on a bicycle is common among the small
number of bicycle commuters, especially now with electric bikes. The
health & transport outcomes of encouraging more of this is evident in
many European cities.
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